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ABSTRACT
The present study deals with the connection between critical shock energy and detonation properties
of an explosive.  A relation for critical shock energy has been derived in terms of detonation velocity, width
of reaction zone, initial density of the explosive, specific heat ratio of detonation products and either constants
of linear relation between shock and particle velocity of the explosive or the constants of the Murnaghans
type of equation of state of the explosive.  These relations have been used to calculate the critical shock energy
of  RDX, HMX, RDX/TNT (60/40) and TNT explosives.  The values of critical shock energies obtained in
this study are in close agreement with those reported in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The shock wave is an effective stimulus to cause
initiation of detonation in an explosive because it not only
compresses the explosive but also imparts kinetic energy
to it and raises its temperature.  If a time-dependent shock
wave of pressure P(t) and particle velocity U(t) is produced
in an explosive, then the shock energy (E
s
) that enters per
unit area of the explosive in time ts is obtained from the
relation.
E
s
 = ( ) ( )ò
ts
dttUtP
0
(1)
If mean values of pressure and particle velocity are
denoted by P  and U , then eqn (1) is readily integrated
to give
E
s
 = P U ts (2)
Similarly if the shock wave of uniform pressure (P)
and particle velocity (U) propagates  in the explosive, then
integration of eqn (1) gives,
E
s
 = Puts (3)
Walker and Wasley1 proposed that a uniform shock
wave initiates a bare heterogeneous explosive only if the
shock energy E
s
 becomes equal to a critical energy E
c
which is a characteristic value of shock energy for each
explosive. If shock energy E
s
 builds up in explosive to
energy E
c
 in time t, then eqn (3) gives,
E
c
 = PUt (4)
This critical shock energy criterion has been studied
experimentally by Longuiville, et al2 and Moulard3.   These
authors produced shock wave in explosive by impact of
flyers plates and kinetic energy projectiles respectively.
The results of flyer plate impact2 were found in agreement
with the critical energy criterion for some explosives but
the results of kinetic energy projectile gave critical velocity
of impact for initiation always higher than what is predicted
by the critical energy criterion.
To extend the application of critical energy criterion
to the explosive initiation by impact of kinetic energy
projectiles, James4 suggested that the shock duration t
in eqn (3) should be replaced by the time of maximum
energy of uniform shock wave T in the explosive.  With
this modification, the energy criterion for shock initiation
is obtained as
E
c
 = PUT (5)
In addition to critical energy, the sensitivity of an
explosive to shock wave was also obtained from Pop-
plots5 and gap test6 methods.
In all these  sensitivity tests, since the nature of shock-
profile was different, therefore different shock sensitivity
results were obtained as pointed out by Souers and Vitello7.
Yadav8 has earlier pointed out the comparison of heights
of inert barrier in gap tests may lead to erroneous comparison
of sensitivity of the test explosives,  if the shock-impedances
of the explosive and barrier differ widely.  Clement and
Rudolf 9, have used small scale gap test method for measuring
shock initiation thresholds of HNS explosive as a function
of its density.
It is obvious that the experimental setups commonly
used for measuring shock sensitivity of explosives give
different results.  Also the measurement of shock-sensitivity
by these three  methods involves conduction of a large
number of controlled shock wave experiments.  Attempt,
has been made to derive a relation for critical shock energy
of an explosive in terms of its detonation properties which
can be easily measured.
The basic concepts that suggest the present approach
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lie in the fact that a shock wave energy in front of C-J
plane of reaction zone produces a steady  detonation wave
in the explosive.  Therefore, this shock wave energy can
be considered as critical shock energy of the explosive.
2. THEORETICAL
The present theoretical approach for determination of
critical shock energy of an explosive is based on the ZND
model of detonation wave as shown in Fig.1.  According
to this model, the detonation wave in an explosive has  a
shock discontinuity in the front and a C-J plane at the
rear.  The exothermic chemical reaction starts at the shock
front and gets completed at the C-J plane.  In  between
these two boundaries lies the reaction zone where chemical
reaction proceeds non-linearly.  Infact, maximum mass of
explosive in between shock front and C-J plane, undergoes
chemical reaction in the vicinity of the C-J plane only.   In
view of this, one can assume that the explosive undergoes
chemical reaction almost instantaneously at the C-J plane
due to shock energy available in between shock front and
C-J plane of a detonation wave and chemical energy released
in the reaction in between shock front and C-J plane does
not influence the process of initiation of detonation.
Suppose the velocity of C-J plane and shock front of
a detonation wave are denoted by D
j 
and U
s
 respectively.
If the detonation wave is one-dimensional, plane and steady,
then both C-J plane and shock front propagate in the
explosive with equal velocity.  As is shown in Fig. 2, the
shock velocity and detonation velocity are given by the
slope of same Raleigh line AB.  Therefore, for a steady
and plane detonation wave, one gets
D
j
 = U
s
(6)
In a solid explosive, the shock velocity U
s
 has a linear
relation with its particle velocity behind the shock front
U
p
 as
U
s
 = a
x
 + b
x
 U
p
(7)
where a
x
 and b
x
 are constants of the explosive.  Combining
Eqn (6) with Eqn (7), one gets
 H1 H2 
 B 
A(Po,Vo) 
C-J Point 
Hugoniot of Detonation 
Products 
Hugoniot of Unreacted 
Explosive 
Figure 1. Hugoniots of explosive (H
1
) detonation-products (H
2
)
with  R-line AB.  Slope of AB (~U
s
) = Slope of AC (D
j
).
 
Taylor Wave 
C-J Plane 
p 
Shock front      
P1 Pj 
Non-reactive       
shock wave 
Figure 2. ZND model of detonation wave with non-reactive shock
wave.
U
p
 = 
x
xj
b
aD -
(8)
Applying the law of conservation of mass across the
shock front, one obtains an average density of explosive
r  behind the shock front as
)( UDD jjo -= rr (9)
where or  is the initial density of the explosive and
U is the average particle  velocity between shock front
and C-J plane.  If U
j
 is the particle velocity at C-J plane
and U
p
 is the particle velocity behind the shock front, then
average particle velocity in small width of reaction zone
is obtained as
U = 
2
pj UU +
(10)
Combining Eqns (8) and (10), one gets
U = ÷÷
ł
ö
çç
Ł
æ -
+
x
xjj
b
aDU
2
1
2 (11)
where U
j
 is obtained from simple theory of detonation
wave as
U
j
 = 
1+r
D j (12)
Here, r is the specific heat ratio of detonation products.
If d in the  distance between shock front and C-J plane,
then the energy of the shock wave per unit area of the
explosive between shock front and the C-J plane is readily
obtained as
E
s
 = dr 2u (13)
Obtaining the value of density from Eqn (9) as
)/( uDD jjo -= rr (14)
and substituting this value in Eqn (13), one gets
E
s
 = E
c 
= ( )UD
UD
j
jo
-
dr 2
(15)
Also, substituting U from Eqn (11) in eqn, one gets
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This relation expresses the critical shock energy of
an explosive in terms of its basic properties like, its initial
density r
0
, velocity of detonation D
j
, thickness of reaction
zone ä , specific heat ratio of detonation products r and
its Hugoniot constants a
x
 and b
x
.  The later two constants
are determined by measuring shock and particle velocity
in the explosive.  These measurements, however, can be
avoided if the constants a
x
 and b
x
 are obtained alternatively.
In order to accomplish this, one first obtain the eqn of
Hugoniot of the explosive by combining Eqn (7) with equations
of conservation of mass and momentum which are given
as
( )psso UUU -= rr (17)
P = pso UUr (18)
Where or  is the initial density of the explosive and
P, r, and U
p
 denote the pressure, density and particle
velocity behind the shock front moving in explosive with
velocity U
s
.  Combining eqn (7) with eqn (17) and (18), one
readily obtains the relation for Hugoniot of the explosive
as
P = ( )2
2
1 h
hr
x
xo
b
a
- (19)
where ÷÷
ł
ö
çç
Ł
æ
-=
r
r
h o1 .  If Murnaghans  type of eqn  of
state10 of the explosive is given by the relation,
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then, the condition, 
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(P
o
V
o
), which is the centre for both curves given by eqn
(19) and (20),  gives11
b
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4
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Substituting eqns (21) and (22) in eqn (16), one gets
the expression for critical shock energy of an explosive
as
E
c
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This relation shows that the critical shock energy of
an explosive can be computed from the knowledge of velocity
of detonation wave and the constants of the explosive,
r
0
, d, r, A and h.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The critical shock energies of RDX/TNT (60/40), TNT,
HMX and RDX explosives have been computed from relation
Eqn (16).  The detonation properties like D
j
, d, r and r
0
and shock parameters like a
x
 and b
x
 of these explosives
are enlisted in Table 1.   Substituting these parameters in
Eqn (16), one can directly calculate the values of critical
shock energy E
c
.  To simplify the calculations, however,
the calculations of E
c
 of different explosives have been
performed in the following steps :
Step 1. U
j
 = 
1+r
D j
Step 2. U
p
 = 
x
xj
b
aD -
Step 3. U = 
2
pj UU +
Step 4. E
c
 = 
UD
UD
j
jo
-
2dr
where U
j
, U
p
 and U denote the particle velocities in
C-J plane, at shock front and  average particle velocity
between shock front and C-J plane.  The constants of
above eqns like D
j 
, d, r, a
x
 and b
x
 have been taken from
Table 1.  The values of E
c
 obtained from these calculations
are shown in Table 3. where corresponding values of E
c
reported in literature4 are also shown.
If shock parameters of the explosive a
x
, and b
x
 are not
available for some explosives, then these constants are
expressed in terms of constants (A, n) of Murnaghans
type of equation of state.  The values of these constants
have been obtained by using eqns (21) and (22) and are
shown in Table 2.  The value of critical shock energy of
different explosives have been  computed by substituting
the constants of Table 2. in eqn (23).  These values of E
c
are similar to those shown in Table 3.
The critical shock energies obtained in the present
work for RDX/TNT, HMX and RDX are reasonably in good
agreement with those reported in the literature.  In case
of TNT, however, the present values of 83.5 J/cm2 is
close to the upper value of reported TNT range of values
from (6477) J/cm2.  The main uncertainty in these calculations
lies in the values of width of reaction zone.  In the
present work, only those standard values of reaction
zone width (d) are used which have been reported in
the literature.
4. CONCLUSION
This study concludes that the relation for critical energy,
given by Eqn (16), gives values of critical energy which
compare with reported values within a variation of maximum
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8.4% for TNT and a minimum of -0.57% for RDX, as is
shown in Table 2.
The present relation for critical energy given by Eqn
(16) is easily transformed to a new relation for critical
energy given by Eqn (23).  This relation  avoids use of
shock parameters and make use of equation of state parameters
of the explosive.  With these relations, one can now calculate
the critical shock energy by knowing conveniently measurable
parameters like, the detonation velocity D
j 
,  initial density
r
0
, and equation of state constants A and n of the explosive.
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